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CLASSIFICATION 

 

GV706.5 

 

The proposal should be resubmitted with a resubmitted subject proposal. See below under Social 

justice and sports for details. 

 

GV1469.35.B67 

 

The related subject proposal was not approved since names of individual video games should be 

established in the Name Authority File. When the name authority record exists, the proposal may 

be resubmitted. See below under Borderlands (Video games) for details. 

 

PN1992.8.C53 

 

The proposal should be resubmitted with a resubmitted subject proposal. See below under 

Cinematic television programs for details. 

 

PN2071.I58 

 

The proposal should be resubmitted with a resubmitted subject proposal. See below under Intimacy 

(Psychology) in the theater for details. 

 

PN4784.P26 

 

The work being cataloged should be classed at PN4784.T4. The proposal was not necessary. 

 

[PN6716.2-.3]; PN6716.2; PN6716.3.A-Z 

 

Works on webcomics in South Korea are classed at PN6790.K6. The proposal was not 

necessary. 

 

KL-KWX4 3008.J83 

 

The proposal should be resubmitted with a resubmitted subject proposal. See below under Judicial 

police for details. 

 

 
SUBJECT HEADINGS 

 



Announcements: 

 

Enslaved persons 

 

Special list 2212a consisted of 55 proposals to revise the heading Slaves to Enslaved persons as 

well as other headings that used the wording Slaves. This is the culmination of a project started in 

2022. The meeting thanks the African-American SACO Funnel for their careful, thorough research 

and hard work to make these proposals. 

 

Artists’ books and Artists’ books--Specimens 

 

This list includes a change to how the heading Artists’ books is applied. Artists’ books will only 

be used for works on books that are produced by artists and intended as visual art objects. Actual 

specimens of such books are entered under Artists' books--Specimens. This follows the pattern 

already established by Miniature books. 

 

 

Other decisions: 

 

Arbeit (The German word) 

 

The proposal lacks English in the citation for the work being cataloged, which is a requirement in 

SHM H 202 sec. 1.a.(6). The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Art--Study and teaching (Early childhood) 

 

The subdivision --Study and teaching (Early childhood) is free-floating under subjects. The 

proposal was not necessary. 

 

Borderlands (Video games) 

 

Individually named video games should be established in the Name Authority File. The proposal 

is not approved. 

 

Calligraphy, Korean--History and criticism 

 

The meeting determined there was significant overlap between the proposal and the existing 

heading Calligraphy, Korean--History, and the cataloger should use that heading. The proposal is 

not approved. 

 

Children--Counseling of 

 

The proposal seeks to add several Used For references to the heading. SHM H 373 sec. 3 states, 

“In headings based on another heading, do not make UF references that repeat alternative spellings 

or variants that are already covered by a UF reference in the basic heading.” The base heading in 

this case is Counseling, which has a UF Counselling. The proposal is not approved. 



 

Cinematic television programs 

 

The proposal does not provide a clear description of the common themes or stylistic patterns of 

cinematic television programs beyond subjective assessments of quality. In addition, the cataloger 

should reconsider the proposed UFs which are also subjective. The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Detector selection 

 

The proposal lacks a broader term, which is a requirement in SHM H 370 sec. 1.a. The meeting 

also found that the number and diversity of the references provided led to a lack of clarity on the 

meaning of the concept. The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Imperialism in board games 

 

There is no precedent in LCSH for establishing headings of the type [topic] in board games, and 

the meeting did not wish begin a new pattern of this type. The headings Board games and 

Imperialism should be assigned instead. The proposal was not approved. 

 

Intimacy (Psychology) in the theater 

 

The proposal seeks to add the UF Stage intimacy to the existing heading. Used For references are 

not typically added to this pattern of heading. Additionally, the meeting determined that the 

concept the UF is seeking to represent, that of the emerging field of intimacy direction, is deserving 

of a unique heading, possibly under the broader term Performing arts--Production and direction. 

The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Judicial police 

 

The meeting acknowledges the need for the proposed term; however, the proposal does not provide 

adequate authority research. See SHM H 202 for the research requirements for proposals of new 

concepts. The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Kunizhev family 

 

Proposals to establish family name headings should provide the location of the family (preferably 

cited from the work being cataloged). SHM H 1631 sec. 3 provides further detailed instructions. 

The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Nineteen twenty-three, A.D. 

 

According to SHM H 620 sec. 2.c., a specific year heading is not assigned when the work has a 

topical focus. The work being cataloged is about Germany in 1923 and the appropriate heading 

Germany--History--1918-1933 has been assigned to it. The proposal was not approved. 

 

Oeyŏn yŏlto (Korea) 



 

The proposal lacks English in the citation for the work being cataloged, which is a requirement in 

SHM H 202 sec. 1.a.(6). The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Patel family 

 

Proposals to establish family name headings should provide the location of the family (preferably 

cited from the work being cataloged). SHM H 1631 sec. 3 provides further detailed instructions. 

The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Reichstagsgebäude (Berlin, Germany) 

 

The proposal seeks to cancel the subject authority record for the Reichstagsgebäude building in 

Berlin, Germany, in favor of the identical name authority record. Authority records for buildings 

are established in LCSH and not the Name Authority File according to the guidelines in SHM H 

405. The proposal was not approved. 

 

Singh family 

 

Proposals to establish family name headings should provide the location of the family (preferably 

cited from the work being cataloged). The proposal includes a 675 (sources not found) for the 

Dictionary of American Family Names; however, the family name is found in this source. 

Additionally, the cataloger needs to provide justification for the RT Sinha family and submit a 

proposal to add the RT Singh family to that heading. The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Social justice and sports 

 

The proposal does not provide adequate information to justify the new heading. SHM H 310 

provides further detailed instructions on proposing headings in the form [ Topic A ] and [ Topic 

B ]. The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Speculative fiction films 

 

The proposal does not provide a clear definition of speculative fiction films. The proposal may be 

resubmitted. 

 

Trigub family 

 

Proposals to establish family name headings should provide the location of the family (preferably 

cited from the work being cataloged). SHM H 1631 sec. 3 provides further detailed instructions. 

The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

Uzbekistan--Intellectual life--1970-1991 

 

Proposals for new period subdivisions should include 670 citations that indicate why the particular 

dates were chosen and what their relevance is in relation to the history or conditions of the 



particular region, country, or locality. The proposal may be resubmitted after appropriate 670 fields 

have been added to the records to document the choice of dates. 

 

Wan shou si (Beijing, China) 

 

It is unclear from the proposal if the structure is in use as a temple or if it is considered a ruin. If it 

is in use as a temple, the heading should be contributed to the Name Authority File. The meeting 

also found sources that indicate the structure might serve other functions. The proposal may be 

resubmitted if the heading belongs in LCSH and with additional information on the current use of 

the structure. 

 

Wasan family 

 

Proposals to establish family name headings should include citations for the Dictionary of 

American Family Names and A Century of Population Growth in either 670 (sources found) or 

675 (sources not found) fields in the proposal. SHM H 1631 provides further detailed 

instructions. The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

West (U.S.)--In video games 

 

The meeting prefers not to establish a new free-floating subdivision at this time. The cataloger 

could consider using the heading Western stories in video games. The proposal was not approved. 

 

Wishart family 

 

Proposals to establish family name headings should provide the location of the family (preferably 

cited from the work being cataloged). SHM H 1631 sec. 3 provides further detailed instructions. 

The proposal may be resubmitted. 

 

 
GENRE/FORM TERMS 

 

Manuscripts, Hebrew 

 

The meeting prefers not to establish genre/form terms that are differentiated solely by language. 

The cataloger should assign the genre/form term Manuscripts and document the language of the 

text elsewhere in the record. The proposal was not approved. 

 
 

 

 

MEDIUM OF PERFORMANCE TERMS 

 

 Changes were made as indicated on the approved list. 

 

  

 

 



STATISTICS 

 

 LCSH^ LCGFT LCMPT 

Approved* 317 14 2 

   Authority records cancelled+ 1 0 0 

Not necessary 10 0 0 

Not approved 6 1 0 

Resubmit 16 0 0 

 
*The number of proposals approved is approximate and may change slightly during the final 

processing of the Approved List. 

 
+The number of authority records cancelled is also included in the total number of proposals 

approved. 

 

^Includes proposals on lists 2212 and 2212a. 

 




